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Sigma model on AdS5�S5

The �-model on AdS5�S5 is interesting, beause of

� The AdS/CFT orrespondene: [Maldaena (1997)℄Superstring on AdS5 � S5 $ N = 4 SU(N) SYMstring tension � = R4=�02 $ 't Hooft oupling � = Ng2YMIn the limitN !1 with � �xed.LargeN , String is free gs = g2YM = 0,� The (lassial) integrability:The lassial �-model onAdS5 � S5 = PSU(2; 2j4)SO(1; 4)� SO(5) superosetis integrable. [Bena, Polhinski, Roiban (2003)℄



Deompati�ation limit

There are many lassially integrable 2d �eld theories known.Usually they are de�ned on a plane, rather than a ylinder.Let us take the following deompati�ation limit:

� Resale � 2 [��; �℄ 7! ~� 2 [�1;1℄� Forget periodiity (level-mathing) ondition (tentatively)[Hofman, Maldaena (2006)℄Under this limit,� We an de�ne asymptoti states for soliton-like solutions� We an de�ne their sattering on worldsheet



Sigma model in uniform light-one gauge

Uniform light-one gauge is useful for deompati�ation limit.

Hws = �P� � E � J1; pws � � Z r�r d� �i ��Xi; r � �P+p� :

E and J1 are onserved harges of AdS5�S5.[Kruzenski, Ryzhov, Tseytlin (2004); Arutyunov, Frolov, Zamaklar (2006)℄In the limit P+ !1, we an �nd soliton-like solutions with

�ws(pws) = p�� ����sin pws2 ���� pws � O (1)

�ws(pws) = vuut1 +  p�pws2� !2 pws � O � 1p��� 1



Sigma model in uniform light-one gauge

Uniform light-one gauge is useful for deompati�ation limit.

Hws = �P� � E � J1; pws � � Z r�r d� �i ��Xi; r � �P+p� :

E and J1 are onserved harges of AdS5�S5.[Kruzenski, Ryzhov, Tseytlin (2004); Arutyunov, Frolov, Zamaklar (2006)℄In the limit P+ !1, we an �nd soliton-like solutions with

�ws(pws) = r1 + ��2 sin2 pws2 (Giant magnon)

Dispersion relation of (deompati�ed) AdS5�S5 �-model isnon-relativisti



Dispersion and S-matrix

Asymptoti states and their S-matrix are important in this limit.The residual su(2j2)2 symmetry of the ation onstrains them.[Arutyunov, Frolov, Zamaklar (2006)℄� Asymptoti spetrum?� Classi�ed by atypial representations of su(2j2)� There are also boundstates, (2Qj2Q)-representation

� Dispersion relations?� Follow from BPS relation of the su(2j2)2

� S-matrix among them?� The su(2j2) determines the S-matrix up to a salar fator[Beisert (2005)℄



Dispersion and S-matrix

Asymptoti states and their S-matrix are important in this limit.The residual su(2j2)2 symmetry of the ation onstrains them.[Arutyunov, Frolov, Zamaklar (2006)℄� The salar fator?� The generalized rossing symmetry onstrains this fator[Janik (2006)℄� There is a onjeture on the exat dressing phase �dress[Beisert, Eden, Staudaher (2006)℄

S0(y�; x�) = y� � x+y+ � x� 1� 1y+x�1� 1y�x+ �2dress(y�; x�)

x�(p) = e�ip=2 1 +q1 + 16g2 sin2 p24g sin p2 ; g � p�4�



Giant magnons at �nite J

Size = Cirumferene of worldsheet ylinder= Angular momentum J1In the target-spae language,

�ws(pws) = r1 + ��2 sin2 pws2 ; P+ !1; is

E � J1 = r1 + 16g2 sin2 ��12 ; E and J1 !1



Giant magnons at �nite J

Size = Cirumferene of worldsheet ylinder= Angular momentum J1Dispersion for Finite-J1
�(��1) = r1 + 16g2 sin2 ��12 + Æ�(��1)At strong oupling g � 1,

Æ�(��1) = �16g sin3 ��12 exp �2� J12g sin ��12
!+ : : :

[Arutyunov, Frolov, Zamaklar (2006); Astol�, Forini, Grignani, Semenoff (2007)℄



The L ¨usher formula

Finite-size effets an be omputed also from the L¨usher formula:� Consider a relativisti QFT on a ylinder with size L� Mass of a partile reeives orretions ofÆm = O �e�mL�+O �e�2mL�+ : : :� The leading orretion is related to the S-matrixfor a theory with the single mass salem.[L ¨usher (1986); Klassen, Melzer (1991)℄



The L ¨usher formula

Finite-size effets an be omputed also from the L¨usher formula:Æm = ÆmF + Æm�

ÆmF = �mXb
Z d�2� osh � e�mL osh � �Sbaba �� + i�2 �� 1�

Æm� = �ip32 mXb e�p32 mL Res�=�� Sbaba (�)for a theory with the single mass salem.[L ¨usher (1986); Klassen, Melzer (1991)℄



Generalized L ¨usher formula

The generalized formula for non-relativisti dispersionÆ�a = Æ�Fa + Æ��aÆ�Fa = �Xb (�1)Fb Z d~q2� �1� �0a(p)�0b(q)� e�iqL �Sbaba (q; p)� 1�

Æ��a = �iXb (�1)Fb �1� �0a(p)�0b(q�)� e�iq�LRes~q=~q� Sbaba (q; p)[Janik, �ukowski (2007)℄� Inoming partile is a with (p0; p1) = (�a(p); p).� Wrapping partile is b with (q0; q1) = (�b(q); q) and ~q = iq0.� The exponent �iq�L must be negative and large..



Generalized L ¨usher formula

Apply the formula to the gauge-�xed �-model on AdS5�S5

� �-term$ Corretion to lassial energy of a giant magnon

Æ��(p) = �16g sin3 p2 exp �2� J12g sin p2
!

[Janik, �ukowski (2007)℄� F -term$ Corretion to one-loop energy of a giant magnon

Æ�F (p) = �r g�J1 16 sin2 p41� sin p2 exp��2 sin p2 � J12g�[Heller, Janik, �ukowski (2008); Gromov, Sh¨afer-Nameki, Vieira (2008)℄



Further generalization

There is a rih variety of spetrum.� Boundstates$ Dyoni Giant Magnon with spin J2 = Q

�Q(p) = rQ2 + 16g2 sin2 p2 ; Q 2 Z�1[Chen, Dorey, Okamura (2006); Roiban (2006)℄� Multi-magnon statesInoming partiles beingM giant magnons,(Q1 ; : : : ; QM) boundstates with momenta (p1 ; : : : ; pM)

�total = MXk=1 �Qk(pk)



Further generalization

Now the questions are:� What are the �nite-J orretions?� Is the L¨usher formula modi�ed?Can we still �nd agreement of the two results in the end?



Further generalization

Now the questions are:� What are the �nite-J orretions?� Is the L¨usher formula modi�ed?Can we still �nd agreement of the two results in the end?

YESWECAN
Let's see how...



Sigma model in onformal gauge

Conformal gauge is useful to study lassial string spetrumthrough integrability methods.1. Equations of motion in terms of oset urrent=) [�� � J�(x); �� � J�(x)℄ = 0 8x 2 C :2. Given a lassial string solution,P exp�I d�J�(x)�' diag �eip1(x); : : : ; eip8(x)	de�nes a (non-)algebrai urve on a Riemann surfae.[Kazakov, Marshakov, Minahan, Zarembo (2004); Beisert, Kazakov, Sakai, Zarembo (2005)℄

Ef�ient method to ompute lassial (and one-loop) energy[Gromov, Vieira (2007)℄



Modi�ation to the F -term formula

Now we know �nite-J1 orretions in string theory.Look for the modi�ed formula that agrees with these results� For boundstates, use the dispersion for boundstates andthe S-matrix between fundamental magnon and boundstates� For multi-magnon states,

Æ�Fa = �Xb (�1)Fb Z d~q2� �1� �0a(p)�0b(q)� e�iqL hSbaba (q; p)� 1i

should beomeÆ�FA = �Xb (�1)Fb Z d~q2�  1� MX`=1�` �0ak(pk)�0b(q)
! e�iqL� MY`=1S ba`ba` (q; p`)� 1! ; MX`=1�` = 1[Hatsuda, RS (2008)℄



Relation to Thermodynami Bethe Ansatz

This is onsistent with the TBA-like result in sinh-Gordon model:

E(L) = MXj=1m osh �j � Z 1�1 d�2� m osh � log[1 + Y (�)℄

log Y (�) = �mL osh � � MXj=1 log S(� � �j � i�2 )

�i Z 1�1 d�02� �d logSd� � (� � �0) log[1 + Y (�0)℄

If L� 1, they an be solved order by order. [Teshner (2007)℄



Relation to Thermodynami Bethe Ansatz

This is onsistent with the TBA-like result in sinh-Gordon model:The resultÆEshG(L) � � Z 1�1 d�2� m osh � e�mL osh � MYk=1S(~�k � � + i�2 )

+ MXj=1m sinh ~�jÆ�j

an be ompared with

Æ�FA = �Xb (�1)Fb Z d~q2�  1� MX`=1�` �0ak(pk)�0b(q)
! e�iqL� MY`=1S ba`ba` (q; p`)� 1![Bajnok, Janik (2008); Hatsuda, RS (2008)℄



Modi�ation to the �-term formula

Corretions to lassial energy are found in [Minahan, Ohlsson-Sax (2008)℄

Æ��a = �iXb (�1)Fb �1� �0a(p)�0b(q�)� e�iq�LRes~q=~q� Sbaba (q; p)should beome
Æ��A = Re( MX`=1Xb (�1)Fb n�0b(q�` )� �0a`(p`)o e�iq�`L�

Resq1=q�` S ba`ba` (q1 ; p`) MYk 6=`S bakbak (q�` ; pk))

Implying �-term$ Residue of F -term at simple poles[Hatsuda, RS (2008)℄



Comments on �-term

Some remarks:� Take the real part (* originally 2 e�iqL was e�iqL + eiqL)� Sum the residues of two `physial' polesThere are four poles in the fundamental-boundstate S-matrixx�q = X+ ; x�q = 1=X+

Only the �rst two ombinations satisfy���x�q ��� > 1 and ��X��� > 1[Arutyunov, Frolov (2007)℄Moreover, both x�q = X+ satisfy the onservation lawEQ(px) = EQ�1(py) + E1(p� py) (Q� 1)



Comments on �-term

Some questions:� The same poles do not satisfy the energy-momentumonservation at weak oupling.� Why the �-term appears only at strong oupling?

� The residues at x�q = X+ and x+q = X+ ome in �wrong�sign. ÆElassial string = Re�Æ�����x�q =X+ � Æ�����x+q =X+�For Q � O(1)� g,�16g sin3 p2 = �8g sin3 p2 ��1 + 1Q�+ �1� 1Q��



Summary and outlook

Summary:� Proposed L¨usher formula for multi-partile (bound)states� That agrees with the results of �-model on AdS5�S5Some Appliations:� Remarkable agreement beyond perturbative region �� 1

�Konishi from SYM = �Bethe +�L¨usher up to O(�4)[Bajnok, Janik (2008)℄� Other models, like �-model on AdS4�C P 3[Bombardelli, Fioravanti (2008); �ukowski, Ohlsson-Sax (2008); Ahn, Bozhilov (2008)℄
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